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Dear Chairman Donaldson:

I am writing to express my concern about the proposed changes to the New York State
Exchange's "trade through rule." As you know, the trade through rule has served the market
well since the late 1970s. The core principle is simple: the investor must always get the best
price. By focusing on that one core value, the U.S. equity markets have become the envy of the
world.
3t is my understanding that the SEC is considering a proposal that would allow firms
trading on the vari6us electronic markets to "opt out" of the trade through rule. These '
sophisticated traders would argue that speed is their most important consideration.
Let me make clear that I worry about the impact on the small investor whose faith in the
markets has already been rocked by a wave of scandals where insiders prosper and the small
investor loses. D k t i c redructuring of the inarkets is very likely to increase volatility and
dissuade mom and pop investors.
Just this month, the Consumer Federation of America, a non-profit organization
representing 300 consumer groups and over 50 million Americans, published their position on
the proposed rule changes. While they support requiring the markets to establish, maintain and
enforce policies reasonably designed to prevent "trade throughs," they oppose any "opt out"
exception.
They believe that allowing an opt out exception would enable those who wish to ignore
the trade th6ugh rule to do so, and would extend that ability to the market in listed securities
where it has previously not existed. Essentially, it takes away with one hand what the
~o&ission has given with the other.

Further, given the existing requirements for disclosure and prior consent, the opt out
exception would add significantly to the costs of implementation without offering any legitimate
benefits beyond those already offered by the proposed automated market exception.
Ms. Susan Roper, a high ranking CFA executive, recently commented in reference to
when Congress set out to create a national market system, it envisioned "a market structure
characterized by full transparency where competing markets are linked together to provide the
ability to effectively and efficiently execute customer orders in the best available market." Ms.
Roper further stated that "if amended to eliminate the opt-out exception, the Commission's
proposed NMS regulations would bring that vision one step closer to reality by improving intermarket linkages and establishing a policy of price protection across all markets."

I know that you share my interest in ensuring that every investor has access to the
broadest, deepest and most liquid markets. The "best price standard" embodied in the trade
through rule has served investors well, particularly the vast majority of my constituents who are
not professional traders or speculators.
I thank you in advance for your attention to this important matter.

Very truly yours,

u

Jack Quinn
Member of Congress
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